Benefits of Fair Shake Membership

Bridges to working and networking in today's electronic world
The Member area of the website is exclusively for formerly incarcerated people and exists to provide access to
and training in useful technological tools that can build opportunities. It ncludes free online tools such as a
Personal Web Page, data storage area, and a Personal Resource Directory with tutorials to learn more about all
of the above.
We recommend you engage in every way possible to demonstrate skills and knowledge you have acquired
before, during and after incarceration. We believe that if you embrace this section of the website you will be able
to put your best foot forward to demonstrate your intentions, your organizational skills, pride in your work, and
commitment to the course you are now taking. We also believe that by utilizing these tools you can help others
succeed!
Fair Shake offers the following FREE Benefits:

Personal Web Page: Your Personal Web Page is a comfortable environment to disclose the information you
would like to share with people you permit to visit. Here you can introduce yourself, list your skills, your
education and work history, show your photograph, link to your documents and provide relevant and important
information not requested in many job applications.
Some people assume the worst when they hear you have been incarcerated and make incorrect judgments.
Your Personal Web Page lets others learn about you at their leisure and provides an opportunity to make a
personal connection in a non-threatening way.
Your page is password protected; you decide who has permission to visit. You can change the password at any
time to control the amount of people that can view your page or have access to your documents such as your
resume, identification, and certificates in education or specific skills.

Data Management: On the Data Management page you can upload documents and photos for storage. You
will also see how much of your storage space remains available.

Personal Resource Directory: The Resource Directory is available to everyone, but when you are signed

in to your Fair Shake account you can save resources to your own account, and thus create your own Personal
Resource Directory. All the contacts you have saved and searches you have performed are here for your quick
and easy reference. From this page you can review, delete and print. Printing makes these resources available
to you while you are away from your Fair Shake account.

Tutorials: If only the world had a user's manual! This area is full of tutorials that will help you understand how
to use your electronic tools. Tutorials we have written explain using all of the tools we give you within Fair
Shake, and we also provide links to other tutorials on popular programs you may have access to.
Member Testimonial:

Fair Shake helped me to land the job I currently have. My boss was highly impressed with the array of resources
I had at my disposal. What I like best about Fair Shake is that the member tools are restricted solely to inmates
released from prison.
Potential employers see the information collected and displayed by and through your site and it gives them just
enough pause to consider us as people. And for people like me, that was all I needed. I now have my own place
to live, my own job, and I'm getting along just fine. Your site definitely played an integral part in this process.
~ Cody R.
www.fairshake.net
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